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Abstract
In quantum mechanical bipartite systems, naive extensions of von Neumann’s
projective measurement to nonlocal variables can produce superluminal signals
and thus violate causality. We analyze the projective quantum nondemolition
state-verification in a two-spin system and see how the projection introduces
nonlocality without entanglement. For the ideal measurements of “R-nonlocal”
variables, we argue that causality violation can be resolved by introducing fur-
ther restrictions on the post-measurement states, which makes the measurement
“Q-nonlocal”. After we generalize these ideas to quantum mechanical harmonic
oscillators, we look into the projective measurements of the particle number of a
single mode or a wave-packet of a relativistic quantum field in Minkowski space.
It turns out that the causality-violating terms in the expectation values of the
local operators, generated either by the ideal measurement of the “R-nonlocal”
variable or the quantum nondemolition verification of a Fock state, are all sup-
pressed by the IR and UV cutoffs of the theory. Thus relativistic quantum field
theories with such projective measurements are effectively causal.
Keywords: relativistic quantum information, quantum measurement,
nonequilibrium quantum field theory
1. Introduction
Following von Neumann’s prescription, a projective measurement of a vari-
able will collapse or project a quantum state to one of the variable’s eigen-
states instantaneously and simultaneously in the whole time-slice that the wave-
function is defined on. Such wave-function collapse seems to be incompatible
with relativity, where the transmission of physical information cannot be faster
than light and the simultaneity of the events depends on the reference frame.
However, once a variable is defined locally in space, the projective measure-
ments of it will respect causality. Even in relativistic quantum field theory
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(RQFT), projective measurements of isolated, spatially localized variables and
the corresponding wave-functional collapse will be consistent with relativity [1].
When extended to the variables nonlocal in space, the situation becomes
more complicated. It has been shown that projective measurements of nonlo-
cal variables can produce superluminal signals and so violate causality both in
quantum mechanics (QM) with finite speed of physical information [2, 3, 4] and
in RQFT [5, 6]. Aharonov, Albert, and Vaidman thus introduced the causality
principle, which identifies an operator Oˆ associated with some variable in a the-
ory as measurable only if, for every local observable defined at some space point
x, the probability of any specific outcome of measuring that local observable (or
its expectation value) obtained at some moment t after the measurement of the
operator Oˆ is independent of any local operation before the measurement of Oˆ
and spacelike separated from (t,x) [2, 3]. They further showed that, by using
two entangled pointlike probes or detectors each interacting locally in spacetime
with one element of a QM atom-pair separated in space, some nonlocal variables
of the two-atom system can be measured instantaneously on the probes without
knowing the details of each atom. Here a duration of the probe-atom interac-
tion and a traveling time for the probes from the interaction region to the future
measurement event are necessary, so the whole process is causal [2, 3, 4]. Similar
methods have been successfully applied to more complicated QM systems [7, 8].
It is certainly interesting to extend these methods with local interactions and
measurements to describe the measurements of nonlocal variables in RQFT. Our
attempts in this direction applying the Unruh-DeWitt detector theory will be
presented elsewhere [9]. In this notes, however, we are going in another di-
rection: To see how far we can go in describing the measurements of nonlocal
variables in QM and RQFT using von Neumann’s prescription of the projec-
tive measurement, though the realization of such a nonlocal measurement is an
outstanding issue.
The paper is organized as follows. We review an example given by Sorkin
[5] in Section 2. In Section 3 we analyze the quantum nondemolition state-
verification measurement in a two-spin system to see how it violates causality.
Then we look into the ideal measurements of nonlocal variables in the same
system in Section 4. In Section 5 we extend our discussion to harmonic oscilla-
tors, then we look into the nonlocal measurement in RQFT in Section 6. With
the new knowledge we learned there, we revisit Sorkin’s example in Section 7.
Finally we give a summary of our findings in Section 8. For the readers not
familiar with RQFT in the Schro¨dinger picture, we offer some details about the
wave-functional of a scalar field in Appendix A.
Before we start our discussion, let us distinguish two different nonlocalities.
In [2] a quantum measurement is said to be nonlocal if it extracted only part
of the information in a composite QM system, e.g., measuring the total spin
angular momentum of two particles, without knowing the exact states of each
element of the system. The effect of such kind of measurement is limited or
localized in a subspace of the Hilbert space of the system, while literally the
degrees of freedom being measured may or may not be separated in the position
space. To be more precise, below we call an operation or a measurement of a
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variable “R-(non)local” (R for relativistic) if the variable measured is defined
(non)locally in the position space, and “Q-(non)local” (Q for quantum) if the
effect of the measurement is (non)localized in a subspace of the Hilbert space of
the composite system. For example, we say the measurement of the z-component
of the total spin angular momentum ~sA + ~sB of two spins ~sA and ~sB located
at the same point is R-local and Q-local, since the subspace of ~sA − ~sB in the
Hilbert space is not affected by the measurement. Later we will see that if the
two spins are separated in the position space, the R-nonlocal measurement may
be Q-local or Q-nonlocal, depending on the prescription.
2. An R-nonlocal measurement in RQFT
In Ref. [5], Sorkin demonstrated that a projective measurement of an one-
particle state in RQFT can violate causality. In his example, Sorkin introduced
the “yes” projector |1p〉〈1p| and the “no” projector 1−|1p〉〈1p| for a one-particle
state of some field mode with the wave vector p, then argued that a local oper-
ation on a field degree of freedom φ(x) at some position x in space right before
the “yes-no” measurement on some time-slice can affect the expectation value
of another field degree of freedom φ(y) at a distance right after the measure-
ment. Such an influence is almost instantaneous and could be used to send
superluminal signal, hence such kind of quantum measurement is not allowed
in formulating RQFT.
t 1 
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Figure 1: The setup. A wavefunction(al) collapse occurs at t = t1 by measuring a nonlocal
variable. Here ε→ 0+ and the event that Bob obtains 〈φy〉 is outside of the future lightcone
of the event that Alice performs the operation Ux.
More explicitly, consider the setup in Fig.1. Suppose the initial state of the
field is the Minkowski vacuum |0〉. At t1 − ε, ε → 0+, Alice at x applies an
R-local operation
Ux = e
iλφx/h¯ (1)
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to the field, so that the field state right before the measurement (the pre-
measurement state, pre-MS) becomes |M−〉 = Ux|0〉. At t1, a measurement
for checking whether the field is in the one-particle state of mode p, |1p〉, is
performed: If the outcome is “yes”, the field state will collapse to the post-
measurement state (post-MS) |1p〉 (“nondemolition”); if “no”, the post-MS will
become (1−|1p〉〈1p|)|M−〉 up to a normalization factor, which is orthogonal to
|1p〉. Then right after t1, Bob at some point y 6= x will find
〈φy〉 = Pyes 〈M−|1p〉〈1p|φy|1p〉〈1p|M−〉〈M−|1p〉〈1p|M−〉 +
Pno
〈M−|
(
1− |1p〉〈1p|
)
φy
(
1− |1p〉〈1p|
) |M−〉
〈M−|
(
1− |1p〉〈1p|
) (
1− |1p〉〈1p|
) |M−〉
= 〈M−|1p〉〈1p|φy|1p〉〈1p|M−〉+
〈M−|
(
1− |1p〉〈1p|
)
φy
(
1− |1p〉〈1p|
) |M−〉
= −2Re {〈M−|φy|1p〉〈1p|M−〉} (2)
since the probabilities of finding the results “yes” and “no” are Pyes = |〈1p|M−〉|2
and Pno =
∣∣(1− |1p〉〈1p|) |M−〉∣∣2 = 1 − Pyes, while 〈M−|φy|M−〉 = 0 and
〈1p|φy|1p〉 = 0. It can be shown that d〈φy〉/dλ 6= 0 as λ → 0 [5], so 〈φy〉 de-
pends on λ in general, no matter how far Bob and Alice are apart. This suggests
that Alice could manipulate the values of λ to send superluminal signal to Bob,
if such an R-nonlocal (but Q-local) “yes-no” measurement were allowed 1.
In von Neumann’s prescription, when a system is measured by an external
agency with an operator corresponding to a variable, the quantum state of the
system will collapse instantaneously and discontinuously to one of the eigen-
states associated with the operator. We say a process is an ideal measurement
if it can be described in this way. When the eigenstates of that operator are
non-degenerate, namely, the post-MS of the corresponding ideal measurement
form a complete orthogonal set, we call it a complete orthogonal measurement
[10]. If there are degenerate eigenstates indistinguishable by the operator, the
above prescription will not fix a specific complete set of the eigenstates as the
post-MS.
The above measurement in Sorkin’s example is an ideal measurement (with
eigenstates |1p〉 and (1−|1p〉〈1p|)|M−〉 [5], but not a complete orthogonal mea-
surement. Such a “yes-no” measurement is called the quantum nondemolition
state-verification (QNDSV) in Refs. [2, 3], where it has been shown that this
kind of measurements can produce superluminal signals even in simple QM sys-
tems with two localized objects separated in the position space. Below we look
into an example to see how this happens.
1Note that, to obtain the expectation value 〈φy〉, one has to have many copies of the
quantum states of the field. Here we simply assume that this is possible.
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3. QNDSV on two spins
Consider two spin-particles A and B held by Alice and Bob, respectively,
separated at a distance. Similar to the setup in Fig. 1, suppose before t1 − ε
(ε→ 0+) the two-spin system is in the initial state
|ψ〉 = | ↑A↑B〉 (3)
where σzj | ↑j〉 = | ↑j〉 and σzj | ↓j〉 = −| ↓j〉 with the Pauli matrices ~σj and
j = A,B. At t1 − ε, Alice can either choose to do nothing on the state |ψ〉, or
choose to rotate the spin of particle A by a unitary transformation UA so that
|ψ′〉 = UA|ψ〉 = | →A ↑B〉 (4)
where σxj | →j〉 = | →j〉 and σxj | ←j〉 = −| ←j〉. Suppose at t1, a QNDSV
measurement is performed to verify whether the state is in | ↑A→B〉, which is
separable. Then after the QNDSV measurement, the expectation value of sˆzB
for particle B becomes
〈sˆzB〉 = Tr
(
h¯
2
σzB | ↑A→B〉〈↑A→B |ρ| ↑A→B〉〈↑A→B |
)
+
Tr
[
h¯
2
σzB (1− | ↑A→B〉〈↑A→B |) ρ (1− | ↑A→B〉〈↑A→B |)
]
=
{
0 for ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|,
h¯/4 for ρ = |ψ′〉〈ψ′|. (5)
So |ψ〉 and |ψ′〉 under different local operations on particle A by Alice will
give different expectation values 〈σzB〉 of particle B at Bob’s place right after
the QNDSV, even if |ψ〉 and |ψ′〉 are both separable. If such a measurement
were allowed by nature, using an ensemble of |ψ〉 Alice would be able to send
superluminal binary signals to Bob by encoding her information in the local
operations 1A and UA.
Where is the superluminal signaling coming into play in this example with
all the states involved separable? If there is no measurement ever performed at
t1, then Bob will find the expectation value of σ
z
B equal to the one taken after
a complete orthogonal measurement with the post-MS
{|+A ↑B〉, |+A ↓B〉, |−A ↑B〉, |−A ↓B〉} , (6)
where |±A〉 are eigenstates of ~σA in arbitrary direction with eigenvalues ±1, no
matter what Alice has done on particle A. But now the above QNDSV mea-
surement at t1 enforces |ψ〉 to collapse to either | ↑A→B〉 or a state orthogonal
to it in the Hilbert space. So the result (5) is equivalent to the one taken after
a complete orthogonal measurement with the post-MS
{| ↑A→B〉, | ↑A←B〉, | ↓A ↑B〉, | ↓A ↓B〉} . (7)
One can see that some nonlocal information has been put in by the QNDSV:
when the outcome of particle A is up (| ↑A〉), particle B must be in an eigenstate
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of σxB , and when the outcome of particle A is down (| ↓A〉), particle B can be
in an eigenstate of σzB (or ~σB in any direction). It is this outcome-operator
dependence producing a discrimination between | ↑A〉 and | ↓A〉 when Bob is
taking 〈sˆxB〉 locally. Similar post-MS have been applied to the discussions on
the “quantum nonlocality without entanglement” [11, 12].
An R-nonlocal quantum state-verification measurement without nondemo-
lition, either without fixing any of the post-MS, or with all of the orthgonal
post-MS fixed, may still respect causality [12]. The lesson here is that if the
number of the projection operators in describing a measurement process in a
composite system is less than the dimension of the Hilbert space of the total
system, and at least one of the post-MS is fixed but not all, then we may be
able to construct a protocol which violates causality using this description of
measurement.
4. Nonlocal variables of two spins
Indeed, similar situations arise in the projective measurements of R-nonlocal
variables with degenerate eigenstates. Consider the same two-spin system held
by Alice and Bob and write the total spin of the system as ~S = ~sA + ~sB , which
is an R-nonlocal variable since particles A and B are separated at a distance.
For the operator Sˆ2 = ~ˆS · ~ˆS, the eigenstates corresponding to the eigenvalues
h¯2S(S + 1) are
S = 0 :
1√
2
(
| ↑A↓B〉 − | ↓A↑B〉
)
,
S = 1 :
1√
2
(
| ↑A↓B〉+ | ↓A↑B〉
)
, | ↑A↑B〉, | ↓A↓B〉,
or their linear combinations, (8)
and for the operator Sˆz, the eigenstates corresponding to the eigenvalues h¯mS
are
mS = 1 : | ↑A↑B〉,
mS = −1 : | ↓A↓B〉,
mS = 0 : | ↑A↓B〉, | ↓A↑B〉, or their linear combinations. (9)
Here both the variables S2 and Sz are Q-local because in the Hilbert space of
the two-spin system the states living in the subspace spanned by the degenerate
eigenstates of each variable (associated with S = 1 or mS = 0) are not affected
by the measurement of that variable.
The eigenstates (8) can be viewed as the post-MS for a QNDSV of the
singlet state (| ↑A↓B〉 − | ↓A↑B〉) /
√
2. Thus it is not surprising that the ideal
measurement of Sˆ2 can violate causality if particles A and B are separated at
a distance. Below is an example given explicitly in [4]. Suppose the system
is prepared in the state | ↑A↑B〉. If Alice chooses to do nothing on particle A
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before the measurement of Sˆ2 at t = t1, then from (8) the measurement of Sˆ2
will collapse the system to the post-MS
| ↑A↑B〉 with probability 1, (10)
yielding 〈sˆzB〉 = +h¯/2 right after t1. On the other hand, if Alice chooses to flip
the spin of particle A right before t1 so that the pre-MS becomes | ↓A↑B〉, then
the measurement will collapse the system to one of the post-MS,
(| ↑A↓B〉 − | ↓A↑B〉) /
√
2 with probability 1/2,
(| ↑A↓B〉+ | ↓A↑B〉) /
√
2 with probability 1/2, (11)
which gives 〈sˆzB〉 = 0 right after t1. Thus, by looking at 〈sˆzB〉 right after the
measurement, Bob will be able to know whether Alice has flipped ~sA right
before t1, no matter how far Alice and Bob are apart. This allows superluminal
signaling and violates causality.
One resolution is to accept that the projective measurement of the R-nonlocal
variable S2 of two spatially separated spins may simply be forbidden by the
causality principle. To measure such kind of the R-nonlocal variables one may
have to introduce an ancillary entangled pair of spatially localized qubits as
probes to interact with particles A and B locally in space and time. After the
local interactions were done, the information originally in particles A and B
was carried by the probes which were then brought together and measured at
the same spacetime point to retrieve the nonlocal information of the two-spin
system [2, 3]. It takes time to bring these information carriers together and so
the whole process is causal.
While this resolution works well, an ambiguity in the composite systems
leads us to an alternative resolution: Even if particles A and B are located at
the same space point, once they are distinguishable particles with spins being
the only degrees of freedom quantized, and once the pre-MS of them is not
any eigenstate of a variable with degeneracy, the post-MS of the measurement
of that variable can be ambiguous due to the degeneracy and the expectation
values of certain operators taken after the measurement of that variable can be
inconsistent. For example, if the pre-MS is | →A ↑B〉, then after a projective
measurement of S2, the system may be collapsed to the following set of the
post-MS,
(| ↑A↓B〉 ∓ | ↓A↑B〉) /
√
2 each with probability 1/4,
| ↑A↑B〉 with probability 1/2,
| ↓A↓B〉 with probability 0, (12)
or another possible set of the post-MS,
(| ↑A↓B〉 ∓ | ↓A↑B〉) /
√
2,
(| ↑A↑B〉 ∓ | ↓A↓B〉) /
√
2 each with probability 1/4, (13)
since (| ↑A↑B〉 ± | ↓A↓B〉) /
√
2 are also eigenstates of Sˆ2 with S = 1, as good as
| ↑A↑B〉 and | ↓A↓B〉. Both sets of the post-MS give 〈Sˆ2〉 = 3h¯2/2 before and
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after the measurement as expected, but 〈sˆzB〉 = h¯/4 for the post-MS in (12),
which is inconsistent with the result 〈sˆzB〉 = 0 for (13) (both are inconsistent
with 〈sˆzB〉 = h¯/2 for the pre-MS, anyway). A similar ambiguity will still occur
if the variable Sˆ2 is replaced by Sˆz in the above example 2. Such an ambiguity
is relevant to the distinguishability of the particles and irrelevant to the R-
nonlocality. To eliminate this ambiguity, one has to specify every element in
the set of the post-MS even some of them have degenerate outcomes.
For two spin-particles located at the same space point, it seems that no
purely theoretical principle but experimental results can tell which set of the
post-MS would be the right choice. Fortunately if the two particles can be
separated in the position space, causality may serve as a guiding principle for
theorists to select. Indeed, one may insist both Sˆ2 and Sˆz are able to be
described in von Neumann’s prescription, and the post-MS of Sˆ2 must be one
of the following states:
S = 0 :
1√
2
(
| ↑A↓B〉 − | ↓A↑B〉
)
,
S = 1 :
1√
2
(
| ↑A↓B〉+ | ↓A↑B〉
)
,
1√
2
(
| ↑A↑B〉+ | ↓A↓B〉
)
,
1√
2
(
| ↑A↑B〉 − | ↓A↓B〉
)
,(14)
with no linear combination of the above three states with S = 1 being allowed,
while the post-MS of Sˆz must be one of the following states:
mS = 1 : | ↑A↑B〉,
mS = −1 : | ↓A↓B〉,
mS = 0 : | ↑A↓B〉, | ↓A↑B〉, (15)
with all linear combinations of | ↑A↓B〉 and | ↓A↑B〉 being forbidden [2, 10]. Then
〈sˆzB〉 will be independent of Alice’s local operation before the measurement.
In fact, (14) and (15) are the only two types of the post-MS set respecting
causality in a two-spin system, as shown in [3]. Either (14) or (15) forms a
complete set of the projection operators called the complete semicausal mea-
surement superoperators in Ref. [10], where the criterion for such operators in
a bipartite QM system to respect causality in the above setup has been given.
For example, when the state of particle A is traced out, all the four projec-
tion operators constructed by the four post-MS in (14) yield the same reduced
projection operators for particle B as 121B . This satisfies the sufficient and
necessary condition for the corresponding measurement being (semi-)causal.
2For the same pre-MS | →A ↑B〉, if the post-MS with mS = 0 are fixed to be | ↑A↓B〉 and
| ↓A↑B〉, then 〈sˆzB〉 = h¯/2 after the measurement of Sz . If they are (| ↑A↓B〉 ± | ↓A↑B〉)/
√
2
instead, then 〈sˆzB〉 = h¯/4 after the measurement. Similar ambiguity also happens to 〈Sˆ2〉 or
〈Sˆz〉 after a naive ideal measurement of sˆzA or sˆzB .
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Restricting the post-MS to be (14) or (15) eliminates the ambiguity of the
post-MS with degenerate eigenstates as well as the possibility of superluminal
signaling in the R-nonlocal measurements. In such a resolution quantum states
in the whole Hilbert space will be affected by the R-nonlocal measurement. In
other words, the ideal measurements of R-nonlocal variables S2 and Sz have to
be Q-nonlocal.
Note that, in contrast to the conventional R-local measurement, if Bob has
the knowledge about the initial state of the two-spin system, he will be able
to know which kind of the R-nonlocal measurement has been performed by the
external agent: for the initial state | ↑A↑B〉, if the operator associated with the
R-nonlocal measurement at t1 was Sˆ2, then Bob would find 〈sˆzB〉 = 0 at t1 +; if
it was Sˆz, or there was no measurement has ever performed, then 〈sˆzB〉 = +h¯/2.
To respect causality, we have to further assume that the external agent has no
information to send to Bob (or Alice) in choosing the R-nonlocal measurement.
5. Ideal measurement on two oscillators
To get closer to the R-nonlocal projective measurement on bosonic fields,
let us consider a pair of the point-like objects whose internal degrees of freedom
QA and QB act as two quantum mechanical harmonic oscillators (HO) in 1D
with the same natural frequency Ω and mass m. Again we assume these two
dstinguishable objects are held by Alice and Bob separated in space. Analogous
to the example in the previous section, we are looking at the post-MS of the
measurements of the scaled “center of mass” operatorQ+ and “relative position”
operator Q− defined by
Qˆ± ≡ QˆA ± QˆB√
2
, (16)
as well as Pˆ± ≡ (PˆA ± PˆB)/
√
2 where Pj is the conjugate momentum of Qj .
Suppose the two-HO system is initiated in a product of the coherent states
ψin(QA, QB) = e
ipAQA/h¯ψ0(QA)e
ipBQB/h¯ψ0(QB)
=
[
eip+Q+/h¯ψ0(Q+)
] [
eip−Q−/h¯ψ0(Q−)
]
(17)
before t1−ε. Here p± ≡ (pA±pB)/
√
2 are real-number parameters and ψn(z) ≡
(κ/
√
pi2nn!)1/2Hn(κz)e
−κ2z2/2 are energy eigenstates of HO with κ ≡√mΩ/h¯,
n = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · ·, and Hn(x) the Hermite polynomials. At t1 − ε, Alice gives a
“kick” to QA by applying a unitary operator exp{iQˆAλ/h¯} to the initial state,
i.e., shift PA by amount λ freely chosen by Alice, then the pre-MS right before
the measurement reads
ψM− = e
iλQA/h¯ψin(QA, QB) =
[
eiλ+Q+/
√
2h¯ψ0(Q+)
] [
eiλ−Q−/
√
2h¯ψ0(Q−)
]
(18)
with λ± ≡ pA ± pB + λ.
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Consider an R-nonlocal measurements of the number operator Nˆ+ for Q+,
where Nˆj ≡ aˆ†j aˆj with the lowering operators
aˆj =
√
mΩ
2h¯
Qˆj + i
√
1
2h¯mΩ
Pˆj , j = A,B,+,−, (19)
commutes with the Hamiltonian of the two HO. Naively, since (18) is a separable
state in terms of Q+ and Q−, one may follow the same rule in the R-local
measurements [1, 13] that only the Q+ part of the pre-MS (18) is projected so
that the post-MS has the form
ψn(Q+)ψ0(Q−)e
iλ−Q−/
√
2h¯ (20)
for some non-negative integer n. (Below we call the Q-local measurements
corresponding to this kind of the post-MS as the naive ideal measurements of
R-nonlocal variables.) Then (20) gives 〈PˆB〉 = −(pA−pB+λ)/2, which depends
on λ chosen by the free will of Alice and so violates causality.
Learning from the previous sections, to eliminate the dependence of λ and
get rid of the superluminal signaling, one may further restrict the post-MS to
be one of the complete orthonormal basis ψαβ = ψα(Q+)ϕβ(Q−) with some
quantum numbers α and β. Then the pre-MS can be expanded as
ψM−(QA, QB) =
∑
α,β
cαβ(λ) ψαβ(QA, QB) (21)
with all the λ-dependence contained in the coefficient cαβ , and the expectation
values of Bob’s local variables f(QˆB , PˆB) after measurement reads
〈f(QˆB , PˆB)〉 =
∑
α,β
∣∣cαβ(λ)∣∣2 〈f(QˆB , PˆB)〉αβ (22)
where
〈f(QˆB , PˆB)〉αβ ≡
∫
dQAdQB ψ
∗
αβ(QA,B)f(QˆB , PˆB)ψαβ(QA,B). (23)
To make 〈f(QˆB , PˆB)〉 independent of λ, one possibility is that 〈f(QˆB , PˆB)〉αβ
are evenly distributed in positive and negative values, as occured in the two-spin
case with the post-MS (15) and the operator f ∼ sˆzB . A simpler situation is that
for every operator f(QˆB , PˆB) Bob has a constant finite value of 〈f(QˆB , PˆB)〉αβ
independent of α and β whenever cαβ(λ) 6= 0, as in the two-spin case with the
post-MS (14) and the operator f ∼ sˆzB . The λ-dependence on Bob’s side is
erased since
∑
α,β |cαβ(λ)|2 = 1 after the constant 〈f〉αβ is factored out of the
sum.
Unfortunately in the ideal measurement of Nˆ+ on the two-HO system both
the above two situations are not easy to achieve. For example, if one chooses
the post-MS as the basis ψnn′ = ψn(Q+)ψn′(Q−), while the expectation values
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〈QˆB〉nn′ = 〈PˆB〉nn′ = 0, one has 〈Qˆ2B〉nn′ and 〈Pˆ 2B〉nn′ proportional to n+n′+1,
so that 〈Qˆ2B〉 and 〈Pˆ 2B〉 depend on λ explicitly.
An alternative strategy is to make those 〈f(QˆB , PˆB)〉αβ which depends on
α or β diverge to wash out the λ-dependence. This suggests that if ψα(Q+)
is an eigenstate of the R-nonlocal variable g(Qˆ+, Pˆ+), then ϕβ(Q−) can be
something like an eigenstate of the variable conjugate to g. Indeed, for our
R-nonlocal measurement of Nˆ+, one may choose the post-MS to be either
ψn(Q+)χ
(0)
θs
(Q−) or ψn(Q+)χ
(1)
θs
(Q−) (24)
for some n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , S and θs ∈ [0, 2pi). Here
χ
(b)
θs
(Q−) ≡ lim
S→∞
1√
S + 1
S∑
n=0
ei(2n+b)θsψ2n+b(Q−), θs =
2pis
S + 1
, (25)
with s = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , S are the parity-even (χ
(0)
θs
) and parity-odd (χ
(1)
θs
) parts
of the phase state χ (= χ(0) + χ(1)) [14]. Then the excitation number of Q−
becomes totally uncertain and the coefficients cαβ(λ) in the expansion (21) read
cn{bθs} = e
−(Λ2++Λ2−)/2 (iΛ+)
n
√
n!
lim
S→∞
S∑
j=0
(
iΛ−e−iθs
)2j+b√
(2j + b)!(S + 1)
(26)
with Λ± ≡ λ±/2h¯κ, and right after the measurement,
〈QˆB〉 = lim
S→∞
2S+1∑
n=0
1∑
b=0
S∑
s=0
∣∣∣cn{bθs}∣∣∣2 〈QˆB〉n{bθs} = 0 (27)
since 〈QˆB〉n{bθs} = 0 for all n, θs, and b. Similarly 〈PˆB〉 = 0, while both 〈Qˆ2B〉
and 〈Pˆ 2B〉 ∼ limS→∞ S diverge. Thus the λ-dependence cannot be observed by
Bob.
Again, all the local information initially in QA and QB will be eliminated
by the above R-nonlocal measurement, and similar to the two-spin cases, now
Bob can know whether the R-nonlocal measurement of Q+ has been performed
or not by examining 〈Qˆ2B〉 being infinity (measured) or finite (not yet) in the
above example.
The above R-nonlocal measurement of Nˆ+ would introduce a huge impact
making the energy of oscillator B, 〈EB〉 = 〈(Pˆ 2B/2m)+(mω2Qˆ2B/2)〉, to blow up
after the measurement. This suggests that such a measurement costs infinitly
large energy for the external agent. The infinite expectation values in (23) will
become finite if one assigns a finite value to the upper-limit S in (25), but then
causality will be formally violated by the explicit λ-dependence. We may have to
accept that in realistic systems consisting of localized HO, ideal measurements
of R-nonlocal variables would always violate causality formally up to the level
determined by the cutoffs of the theory. When formulating an effective theory
for a system of this kind, one has to make sure that no causality-violating signal
can be resolved or observed by any element or apparatus in the range of validity
of the theory.
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6. Ideal measurement of particle number of a scalar field
Now we are ready to consider the ideal measurement of R-nonlocal variables
in RQFT. Suppose we are measuring the particle number Nˆp of some mode p
of a real scalar field initially in a state generated from the Minkowski vacuum.
From (A.1) and (A.3) one can see that usually φk and φ−k are coupled together
in this kind of states. So the post-MS after measuring Nˆp would be in the form
ψmn(φp, φ−p)ϕ[φk6=±p] (28)
where
ψmn(φp, φ−p) =
√
ωp
m!n!h¯pi
(
bˆ†p
)m (
bˆ†−p
)n
exp− 
h¯
ωpφpφ−p (29)
is m- and n-particle state of the field modes p and −p, respectively. Here
 ≡ 1/[(2pi)3δ3(0)] ∼ d3k/(2pi)3 is the volume element of the wave-vector space
and the creation operator of the field mode is defined by [15]
bˆ†±p =
√
ωp
2h¯
φ∓p −
√
h¯
2ωp
∂
∂φ±p
. (30)
From the experience in the two-HO cases, one is tempted to further restrict
ϕ[φk6=±p] in (28) to be
∏
k 6=±p ϕ(φ±k), ϕ(φ±k) ∼ χ(a)θ±k(φ±k) to respect causal-
ity. This may cost infinite energy and make the particle numbers of all modes
but ±p totally uncertain after the measurement. Fortunately, our argument
in previous sections about the ambiguity in the QM composite systems is for
distinguishable particles or atoms, so those considerations may not apply to
RQFT. More interestingly, when we apply the naive post-MS similar to (20) to
RQFT, the situation turns out to be much better than those in the quantum
mechanical two-HO and two-spin cases.
Consider a setup similar to Sorkin’s example except that the QNDSV in Sec.
2 will be replaced by the naive ideal measurement described below. Suppose
initially the field is in the Minkowski vacuum (A.1), and after Alice performed
the R-local operation Ux in (1), 〈pix〉 is shifted by amount λδ3(0) and the wave
functional of the pre-MS reads
ΨM− = UxΨ0
= N e−iE0t1/h¯ exp
[
− 1
2h¯
∫
d3zd3z′φzg(z− z′)φz′ − i
h¯
λφx
]
= N e−iE0t1/h¯ exp −1
2h¯
∫
d3k
[
ωkφkφ−k + iλ
(
eik·xφk + e−ik·xφ−k
)]
.(31)
Suppose a naive ideal measurement of the particle number of a specific mode-
pair ±p is performed at t1. Since ΨM− is separable in terms of φ±k for each
mode-pair ±k, the field state will collapse to a post-MS similar to (20),
Ψmn[φ]
12
= ψmn(φp, φ−p)
∫
dφ′p dφ
′
−pψ
∗
mn(φ
′
p, φ
′
−p)ΨM− [φ
′
p, φ
′
−p, φk6=±p]
=
ei(n−m)p·x√
m!n!
[
iλ
√
ωp
2h¯
]m+n
e−λ
2ωp/2h¯ψmn(φ±p)
∏
k6=±p
ϕ(φ±k), (32)
up to a normalization factor, for some m, n ∈ Z if the outcome of the par-
ticle number of the mode ±p is m particles with p and n particles with −p.
Here the field modes φk6=±p are not affected by the measurement and thus,
the same as the pre-MS, one has ϕ(φ±k) = (ωk/h¯pi)
1/4
e−/2h¯[ωkφkφ−k −
iλ
(
eik·xφk + e
−ik·xφ−k
)
] in (32). Note that the above Ψmn[φ] is not normal-
ized, and the probability of finding the post-MS being proportional to Ψmn[φ] is
exactly Pmn ≡
∫ DφΨ∗mn[φ]Ψmn[φ] (with Dφ = ∏k dφk or ∏z dφz, depending
on the representation; It is straightforward to verify
∑∞
m,n=0 Pmn = 1). Analo-
gous to the situation in (2), Pmn cancels the normalization factor of the post-MS
in the calculation so that the expectation value of φy found by Bob is
〈φy〉 =
∞∑
m,n=0
∫
DφΨ∗mn[φ]
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
eik·yφkΨmn[φ]
=
∞∑
m,n=0
∫
dφpdφ−pψ∗mn(φ±p)
[
eip·yφp + e−ip·yφ−p
]
ψmn(φ±p)
+
1
2
∫
k6=±p
d3k
(2pi)3
∫
dφkdφ−kϕ∗(φ±k)
[
eik·yφk + e−ik·yφ−k
]
ϕ(φ±k)
= 0. (33)
Similar calculations give
〈piy〉 = λ
[
δ3(x− y)− 2 cos p · (x− y)] , (34)
〈φ2y〉 =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
h¯
2ωk
+ λ22, (35)
〈pi2y〉 = 〈piy〉2 +
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
h¯
2
ωk + (λωp)
2
, (36)
where piy is the conjugate momentum of φy. One can see that, while there are
still λ-dependence in these results for y far apart from x, every λ-dependent
term for y 6= x is suppressed by a factor  = 1/[(2pi)3δ3(0)] = 1/[(2pi)3V ], where
V is the total spatial volume of the background spacetime that the scalar field
is living in. Moreover, the λ-dependent terms in 〈φ2y〉 and 〈pi2y〉 are infinitesimal
corrections to infinitely large values. By letting V go to infinity, or equivalently,
letting the IR cutoff go to zero, the λ-dependent terms in the above results
becomes negligible, and we reach the conclusion that the RQFT in Minkowski
space with the naive ideal measurement included is effective causal. In a field
theory defined in a background space compact and small, however, causality
violation by the above λ-dependent terms may be significant.
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One obvious reason to have such tiny λ-dependent terms is that we only per-
form the measurement on one single mode-pair with ±p, whose volume element
in the k-space is  ∼ d3k ∼ 1/V only. We will still have the same suppression
if the naive ideal measurement is performed on a single mode of orthogonal
wave packets with continuous spectrum [16], though those wave packets are
superpositions of plane waves. It seems that if our measurement is performed
simultaneously on many modes around ±p with a bandwidth ∆p (recall that
ΨM− is a product state in terms of φ±k), we could have larger finite λ-dependent
corrections (∼ (∆p)3). Nevertheless, any finite corrections to the infinitely large
quantity 〈φ2y〉 or 〈pi2y〉 − 〈piy〉2 are harmless, and the λ-dependent term in 〈piy〉
with y 6= x may be further suppressed when summing the oscillating function
cos k · (x − y) over k around ±p (see (34)). The larger |x − y|, the stronger
suppression is expected.
Now we see that RQFT is more tolerant to the naive ideal measurement of
R-nonlocal variables than QM is. How about the QNDSV in RQFT?
7. QNDSV of 1-particle state revisited
Let us revisit Sorkin’s example. Again, the pre-MS right before t1 is (31).
At t1, a QNDSV of the one-particle state (A.3) of mode p is performed. Then
right after t1, the expectation value (2) observed by Bob has an explicit form
〈φy〉 = −2Re
{
〈M−|φˆy|1p〉〈1p|M−〉
}
= −2Re
{∫
DφΨ∗M−φyΨ1p
∫
Dφ′Ψ∗1pΨM−
}
= −λ
(
exp−λ
2
4h¯
g−1xx
)2(
2ωp
h¯
)
×
Re i
∫
d3zd3z′e−ip·(z−z
′)g−1zy
[
h¯
2
g−1xz′ −
λ2
4
g−1xy g
−1
yz′
]
, (37)
= λe−λ
2g−1xx /2h¯
(
2
ωp
)
sin p · (y − x), (38)
where
g−1xy ≡ g−1(x− y) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
1
ωk
e−ik·(x−y) (39)
denotes the inverse function of gxy ≡ g(x−y) so that g−1xy gyz ≡
∫
d3y g−1(x− y)
g(y − z) = δ3(x − z) ≡ δxz, and g−1xx ≡ limx′→x g−1xx′ . Obviously Bob’s 〈φy〉
depends on Alice’s parameter λ of her local operation, no matter how far Alice
and Bob are separated apart.
If we generalize the one-particle state of a field mode in the QNDSV by an
one-particle state of the wave packet (A.4), we will have
〈φy〉 = λe−λ2g−1xx /2h¯S(x,y), (40)
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where S(x,y) ≡ ImF∗(t1,x)F(t1,y) with
F(t, z) ≡
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ϕ˜(k)√
ωk
e−i(ωkt−k·z). (41)
Inserting ϕ˜(k) =
√
(2pi)3δ3(k− p), one recovers the result for the single mode
p in (38). Once we keep g−1xx finite by introducing cutoffs, we will reach Sorkin’s
result (Eq.(4) with β = 0 in [5])
d〈φy〉
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ→0
= S(x,y) (42)
which will not vanish if S(x,y) does not. This is why the quantity S(x,y) plays
the central role in [17].
Nevertheless, g−1xx in the overall factor exp{−λ2g−1xx /2h¯} in (38) and (40)
formally diverges when integrated over the whole k-space (a consequence of the
R-locality of the kick Ux in (1)), so 〈φy〉 in (38) is strongly suppressed. The
λ-dependent terms in the expectation values of other R-local operators at Bob’s
position y also have the same suppression factor after this QNDSV, e.g.,
〈φ2y〉 =
3h¯
2
g−1yy +
2h¯
ωp
−
λ2
h¯ωp
e−λ
2g−1xx /2h¯
[
2h¯g−1xy cos p · (x− y) +
h¯
2
g−1yy −
λ2
4
(
g−1xy
)2]
.(43)
Again, the λ-dependent term here is an infinitesimal correction to an infinitely
large value.
When λ2 = h¯/g−1xx , the combination λ exp(−λ2g−1xx /2h¯) in (38) and (40)
reach the maximum value (h¯/e1g−1xx )
1/2. One may say causality is respected
down to the order of (h¯/e1g−1xx )
1/2, which depends on the UV cutoff of the field
in (3+1)D Minkowski space and/or the spatial resolution of the apparatus. For
single modes, causality violation of 〈φy〉 in (38) is further suppressed by the
factor , which depends on the IR cutoff. By letting the UV cutoff go to infinity
and the IR cutoff go to zero, we conclude that the QNDSV of an one-particle
state of a field mode in RQFT respects causality effectively.
8. Summary
We have studied the nonlocal projective measurements in the QM systems
with two localized objects held by Alice and Bob separated in the position space,
and in a RQFT system where Alice and Bob can operate the local degrees of
freedom at their own positions. The general setting is that Alice performs a
local operation on one element located at her position right before the nonlocal
measurement on the composite system, then Bob observes the expectation values
of another element located at his position right after the nonlocal measurement.
In QM, naive extensions of the von Neumann’s projective measurement can
produce superluminal signaling in this setup and so violate causality both in the
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QNDSV and the ideal measurements of R-nonlocal variables. We showed that
in a QM two-spin system, the QNDSV violates causality even if both the pre-MS
and the to-be-verified state of the two spins are separable states in terms of the
R-local variables. Such causality violation is due to the “nonlocality without
entanglement”, which is possible when the number of projection operators in
the process is less than the dimension of the Hilbert space.
The ideal measurements of R-nonlocal variables in the two-spin or two-HO
QM system can be made causal by introducing further restrictions on the post-
MS, so that the expectation values of all combinations of Bob’s local dynamical
variables for each post-MS are either zero or infinity. This makes the measure-
ment Q-nonlocal and eliminates all the information originally in the pre-MS
before measurement, so that Bob can know whether the R-nonlocal measure-
ment was done or not from his observation. Nevertheless, in realistic systems
consisting of spatially localized HO, causality under the ideal measurements of
R-nonlocal variables would only be respected up to some level determined by
the cutoffs of the theory. In RQFT the situation appears similar. Causality
violation also arises formally in a similar setup, and could be eliminated by in-
troducing further restrictions on the post-MS. However, the causality-violating
terms in Bob’s results obtained right after a naive R-nonlocal but Q-local ideal
measurement on a single mode are suppressed by the IR cutoff of the field theory,
and thus virtually undetectable. Causality violation by the QNDSV in RQFT is
further suppressed by the UV cutoff. It turns out that RQFT is more tolerant
to the naive ideal measurement of R-nonlocal variables than QM is. A field
theory with the quantum field defined in an infinitely large spacetime will be
effectively causal with the naive R-nonlocal projective measurement included.
Recall that in classical electrodynamics there exist acausal solutions for the
motion of a point charge in electromagnetic field [18]. However, once the length-
scale is no smaller than the classical electron radius or the time-resolution is no
shorter than τ0 ≡ (2e2/3mc3) [19], formal causality violation will not be ob-
served and so the theory is effectively causal 3. For quantum fields, the same
idea applies. In the cases studied in the present paper, infinitely many degrees
of freedom and continuous spectrum of RQFT help to protect causality in ef-
fective theories, though the setup looks similar to the counterpart in QM which
suffers significant superluminal signals.
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3One should be cautious here. When looking at the point charge in classical electrodynam-
ics, the UV cutoff cannot be too high to include the acausal effects, and there is no requirement
on the IR cutoff. For the QNDSV of the field mode in Section 7, however, the UV cutoff has
to be high enough, and for the ideal measurement in Section 6, the IR cutoff has to be low
enough to suppress causality violation.
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Appendix A. Wave-functionals for vacuum and one-particle states
of a scalar field
The Fock states of a field at each moment are defined on the whole time-
slice in some reference frame, and is entangled in terms of φ(x) ≡ φx. For
example, for a real scalar field φ with mass m in (3+1)D Minkowski space, the
wave-functional for the Minkowski vacuum can be written as [20]
Ψ0[φ; t] = 〈φ|e−iHˆt/h¯|0〉 = N e−iE0t/h¯ exp− 1
2h¯
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ωkφkφ−k
= N e−iE0t/h¯ exp− 1
2h¯
∫
d3zd3z′φzg(z− z′)φz′ (A.1)
where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian, φk and φz = (2pi)
−3 ∫ d3keik·zφk are the field am-
plitudes defined in the wave-vector space and in the position space, respectively,
N = ∏k(ωk/h¯pi)1/4 is the normalization constant with the volume element
 ≡ 1/[(2pi)3δ3(0)] ∼ d3k/(2pi)3, E0 is the vacuum energy, ωk ≡
√|k|2 +m2,
and the function
g(z− z′) ≡
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ωke
−ik·(z−z′) (A.2)
is real and nonvanishing in general for z 6= z′. The one-particle state of the field
mode φp reads [15]
Ψ1p [φ; t] = 〈φ|e−iHˆt/h¯|1p〉 = N e−iE0t/h¯ bˆ†p exp−
1
2h¯
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ωkφkφ−k
= N e−i(E0+h¯ωp)t/h¯
√
2ωp
h¯
φ−p exp− 1
2h¯
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ωkφkφ−k
= N e−i(E0+h¯ωp)t/h¯
√
2ωp
h¯
∫
d3xeip·xφx ×
exp− 1
2h¯
∫
d3zd3z′φzg(z− z′)φz′ . (A.3)
Obviously neither Ψ0[φ; t] nor Ψ1p [φ; t] is a product or separable state in terms
of φz (6∼
∏
z ψ(φz)), while both of them are separable states in terms of φ±k.
Consider an one-particle state of a wave packet ϕ(x) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3 e
ip·xϕ˜(p)
instead of a single field mode eip·x [16, 17], the wave-functional reads
Ψ1ϕ [φ; t]
= N e−iE0t/h¯
[∫
d3p
(2pi)3
√

e−iωptϕ˜(p)bˆ†p
]
exp− 1
2h¯
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ωkφkφ−k
= N
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
e−i(E0+h¯ωp)t/h¯ϕ˜(p)
√
2ωp
h¯
φ−pe
− 12h¯
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ωkφkφ−k (A.4)
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where 1 =
∫
d3x|ϕ(x)|2 = ∫ d3p(2pi)3 |ϕ˜(p)|2 and [bˆk, bˆ†p] = δ3(k− p)/δ3(0) so that
Ψ1ϕ is normalized. One can see that only the polynomial part (in the braced
bracket above) of the wave-functional is modified from (A.1) or (A.3) and the
exponent (∼ ∫ d3k(2pi)3ωkφkφ−k = ∫ d3zd3z′φzg(z− z′)φz′) is still the same. Even
if the wave packet ϕ(x) is extremely localized in space the field state will still
be entangled in terms of φx due to the nonlocality of g(z− z′) in the exponent.
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